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Abstract—Researchers seeking to apply computational methods
are increasingly turning to scientific digital archives contain-
ing images of specimens. Unfortunately, metadata errors can
inhibit the discovery and use of scientific archival images.
One such case is the NSF-sponsored Biology Guided Neural
Network (BGNN) project, where an abundance of metadata
errors has significantly delayed development of a proposed,
new class of neural networks. This paper reports on research
addressing this challenge. We present a prototype workflow for
specimen scientific name metadata verification that is grounded
in Computational Archival Science (CAS), report on a taxon-
omy of specimen name metadata error types with preliminary
solutions. Our 3-phased workflow includes tag extraction, text
processing, and interactive assessment. A baseline test with
the prototype workflow identified at least 15 scientific name
metadata errors out of 857 manually reviewed, potentially erro-
neous specimen images, corresponding to a ∼0.2% error rate
for the full image dataset. The prototype workflow minimizes
the amount of time domain experts need to spend reviewing
archive metadata for correctness and AI-readiness before these
archival images can be utilized in downstream analysis.

1. Introduction

The appraisal of scientific records and the decision to
preserve and archive records has taken on new pathways
over the last 20 years, due to advances in network and
digital technologies. One area of significant growth is in the
development of digital repositories that preserve and provide
global access to digital images of scientific specimens. A
key example is iDigBio, a globally accessible resource
supported by the National Science Foundation [1], [2]. This
initiative was launched via NSF’s Advancing Digitization of
Biodiversity Collections (ADBC) program, and today holds
images for millions of curated biological specimens.

The iDigBio mission, embraced by many other U.S. and
global initiatives, is to contribute to a data infrastructure
that enables access to scientific specimens for research com-
munities, students, educators, government, and the general
public. Metadata is a key component across all of these
efforts, and has taken on even greater significance as re-
searchers seek to apply computational methods and explore
AI capabilities. Unfortunately, digitization and human error
can impact metadata quality. This problem is confounded
with scientific specimens, as species names change, and
records grouped under a single biological taxon may, in
fact, be found to represent two species, due to new sci-
entific discoveries. These factors can interfere with access
to and use of digital specimens, and misrepresent the data
in subsequent computational tasks.

Research is needed to verify metadata within archival
repositories that contain images of scientific specimens. This
need became quite evident in the Biology Guided Neural
Networks (BGNN) initiative, where metadata errors have
greatly interfered with initial plans to develop a new class
of neural networks for species detection [3], [4], [5]. BGNN
challenges and interest in archival scientific images as a data
source motivate the research reported on in this paper.

We report on work to develop a metadata verification
workflow and how our research is framed by Computational
Archival Science (CAS). Our image samples are drawn from
the Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) specimen collec-
tion [6]. See Figure 1 for an example image. The section that
follows provides background context on scientific archives,
computational archival science, and metadata quality. Next,
we present our research aims, methods and steps, results,
and a contextual discussion, and our conclusion highlights
key accomplishments and identifies next steps.



Figure 1. A typical specimen image from the INHS collection.

2. Related Work

2.1. Scientific archival images and Computational
Archival Science

Over the last 30 years there has been a proliferation
of digital archival repositories across nearly every scien-
tific discipline. Key motivators include preservation chal-
lenges, advances in digital technology, and the desire to
share archival resources more broadly. More recently, digital
archival collections have gained greater attention with the
widespread interdisciplinary interest in data science [7], [8].
They have also been acknowledged as resources supporting
government mandates pertaining to open access [9], [10],
and the FAIR data principles [11]. These imperatives and
increased interest in big data and digital archives have
motivated the development of CAS field that integrates
computational thinking and archival science theories, meth-
ods, and resources [12], [13]. CAS provides an important
frame of reference that unites computational thinking with
key archival practices [13], such as provenance tracking
and preservation of records due to their evidential and
enduring value [14]. CAS offers an innovative and nec-
essary approach to archival education and an important
framework for grounding data-driven archival research [15].
Ultimately, CAS can prepare archival custodians to support
novel research and build robust and sustainable frameworks,
ensuring well formed archival practices.

Specific to the research reported on in this paper, CAS,
as a transdiscipline, connects with biology and data science
when archival resources, including images, serve as a data
source for computational applications. As evidence, archives
and museums are exploring how AI can improve archival
research [16]. Recent research has also applied machine
learning and other AI methods to archival images for more
scientific activities as [17], [18], [19] shows. While metadata
can be an important part of an AI process, research focusing
on metadata quality associated with archival images and AI
appears limited. CAS researchers and scientists, in our case
biologists, can benefit from tools and techniques that help

confirm and improve metadata quality if they are to fully
take advantage of archival image metadata.

2.2. Metadata quality

Metadata is developed to support functions such as
resource discovery, access, use and reuse, research verifi-
cation, and preservation [20]. At a general level, metadata
quality can be assessed by how well an object’s metadata
supports one or more intended function(s). Researchers have
developed numerous frameworks to assess metadata quality
[21]. Wiley [22] and Allen [23] identify several criteria
for metadata quality: completeness, accuracy, consistency,
standardization, machine-processable, and timely; this work
draws heavily on the well known metadata quality contin-
uum developed by Bruce and Hillmann [24]. Greenberg [25]
extends Burce and Hillman’s matrix while exploring smart
metadata and big metadata, and maintains that quality meta-
data needs to also be accessible, actionable, and preserved.

Specific to the research pursued in this paper, we fo-
cus on assessing and verifying scientific name metadata
included with the specimen images. The motivation is that
metadata quality impacts the degree of interoperability and
re-usability of datasets [26]. Poor quality training data, in-
cluding metadata, can propagate throughout data workflows
rendering the resulting trained models sub-optimal. How-
ever, pre-processing data to avoid such failures is a time-
consuming task in any data analysis pipeline [27], which can
be hard to support. And, yet, investigators rely on quality
metadata defined by established standards to maintain accu-
racy throughout their projects and ensure an unambiguous
research output. Drawing upon CAS, metadata accuracy
is grounded in archival science as a specific mandate of
curatorial practice. CAS offers a framework to guide the
application of computational methods that leverage scientific
archives, especially specimen images and their associated
metadata.

3. Research Aims

The overall goal of our work is to develop a metadata
verification workflow to support Computational Archival
Science. The specific aims guiding our research are to:

1) implement and test a prototype workflow, offering
a proof of concept grounded in CAS, and

2) develop a taxonomy of specimen name metadata
errors identified by the prototype system.

These aims, together, allow us to design future technical
solutions that will improve the prototype workflow’s perfor-
mance, and save domain experts’ time for biological taxon
verification when current computational approaches prove
insufficient.

4. Methods

Our software consists of three main components: a tag
extraction process using a custom-trained object detection



Figure 2. Our graphical user interface for inspecting flagged images.

model and optical character recognition (OCR), a text pro-
cessing algorithm, and a graphical tool, shown in Figure 2,
for assessing the algorithm’s output. The technical goals of
the software are to:

1) automatically extract scientific names from speci-
men image tags as accurately as possible,

2) develop a graphical tool for verifying the assigned
species names provided by online metadata repos-
itories and aiding in the characterization of errors
detected during the analysis process,

3) minimize the amount of time domain experts need
to spend reviewing the data, and

4) apply our process in order to find and correct
metadata issues, enhancing the specimen images’
“AI readiness.”

4.1. Setup

All of the developed software is written in python.
Similarly to our work in [3], [4], we elected to use Facebook
AI Research’s (FAIR) detectron tool for object detec-
tion [28] in our project. The aim of the object detection stage
is to find the information tag within the specimen images.
These tags generally contain typed text that includes the
species’ scientific name, the date and location where the
specimen was collected, as well as a specimen ID number.
Isolating the tag in the image prevents text in the ruler or
elsewhere from corrupting the metadata analysis. All of the
training data were labeled by hand using makesense.ai
[29] on images from the INHS Fish Collection [6]. We
trained our model on 100 tags for 50,000 epochs using
detectron’s implementation of the Mask R-CNN archi-
tecture [30].

We analyzed a subset of images (7,245) from the INHS
fish collection. These digitized fish specimens are also being
analyzed as part of the Biology Guided Neural Networks
(BGNN) initiative, which is developing a novel class of
artificial neural networks that exploit machine readable and
predictive knowledge associated with specimen images, phy-
logenies and anatomy ontologies. None of these images
were in our detectron training set, and each was thought

to fulfill our criteria for admissibility by containing one fish,
a ruler, an information tag, and a bright, white background.
The workflow stages defined below assume each image
fulfills these criteria.

4.2. Algorithms

For every image in our dataset, the scientific name
assigned to each specimen is first paired with the image
from a spreadsheet containing image metadata.

The tag-locating detectron model is then run and
returns a bounding box that encompasses the (rectangular)
information tag. If multiple tags are detected in the image,
the object with the highest probability of being a tag is used.
The image is then cropped to the tag bounding box.

Next, the Tesseract OCR model [31] is run on the tag
image. This returns a string that contains its best estimation
of the text present in the tag. Everything except Latin letters
and spaces are stripped from the text in order to reduce
noise. Empty lines or lines shorter than a threshold are also
discarded to increase efficiency. A threshold of nine is used
in this study, because this value is less than the length of
the shortest name.

The text is then checked for an exact match to the
scientific name or any of its synonyms. If there is not an
exact match, the scientific name and any synonyms have
their Levenshtein distances measured against each line of
text within the tag. Levenshtein distance is a straightforward
method of comparing the similarity of two strings which
determines the number of character swaps, additions and
omissions needed to transform one string into another [32].
This is done line by line because scientific names are always
by themselves on a single line in the INHS tags (with the
exception of a very small number of hybrid species names
that are spread over two lines).

If the Levenshtein distance for any line is below a given
threshold (less than or equal to three in this study), we say
that the assigned name is correct and terminate.

If no line comes in below the aforementioned threshold,
we then perform the same line-by-line Levenshtein distance
measurement process with every possible valid scientific
name found in the INHS dataset. The name with the smallest
distance is declared the correct name, and if that is not the
assigned name we flag the image as a potential metadata
error. During this process, distances greater than 50% of
the length of a given line are always discarded, otherwise
short lines that do not match at all would override longer
lines that did have a close match within them. For example,
a 20-character line could have a distance of eight and clearly
indicate a close match within it, but a six character line with
a distance of six would be chosen as the “better match.”

4.3. Output

The results of this process are output to a json
file, the contents of which are detailed in Table 1. The
file entries are matched_metadata, name_in_tag,
best_name, lev_dist, metadata_name, tag_text



Figure 3. An image whose ruler is aligned with the tag name such that
OCR reads noise from the ruler ticks.

and matched_via_synonym. Their meanings are de-
scribed in the table.

4.4. Analysis Tool

We developed a straightforward graphical tool to manu-
ally evaluate the tag checking results. It was built using the
Qt GUI framework. Figure 2 is a screenshot of the interface.

We used this tool to evaluate images flagged for human
attention, where flagging happens for one of three reasons:

• The record’s OCR result has a Levenshtein distance
from the assigned metadata name exceeding our
threshold of 3.

• The record’s matched_metadata property is
false.

• The record image proved to be inadmissible.

The interface presents each such image with the tag object
detection mask shown in the center of the interface. The full,
unprocessed tag text returned by Tesseract is shown on the
left, and the JSON output for the image is shown at the top.
The user can classify the error type by clicking the appropri-
ate button. If the user judges both the metadata spreadsheet
and the automated process results to be incorrect, they may
use the provided input field to record the correct tag name.
The user may also provide a further description of the issue
if desired. When a button is clicked, that error type and any
text in either field are recorded to a SQLite database, and
the next specimen in the JSON file is presented.

5. Results

The results reported here discuss the prototype’s per-
formance and error detection, as well as our taxonomy of
errors. For the baseline study, we processed 7,245 images
total. Our graphical tool flagged 857 images, or 12% of
our dataset, for manual evaluation. During manual review
of these images we observed a range of errors, presented in
Table 2. For 387 of the flagged images, there were issues

Figure 4. An image with damaged tag text making the species name only
barely determinable.

with image quality or OCR performance that resulted in
mistakes requiring human intervention. Our error taxa are
mutually exclusive except for the subtaxa of the OCR error
taxon.

These “OCR errors” sub-taxa each describe an issue
with the features of the image that prevented the OCR from
reading the correct scientific name. For example, cluttered
positioning of an image’s tag and ruler can cause ruler
noise as demonstrated in Figure 3. We also encountered
issues with image comprehensibility like that demonstrated
in Figure 4. This image belonged to the “Text holes and
smudging” taxon. In cases where an image has multiple is-
sues simultaneously, we counted the image in all appropriate
taxa.

The name discrepancy sub-taxon consists of images with
one of two problems relating to our official list of scientific
names. This list is defined by the distinct scientific names
in our metadata spreadsheet. Several images in this sub-
taxon featured tag names not present in our official list,
preventing any OCR result from ever matching correctly
over a minimum Levenshtein distance. All other images in
this taxon featured tag names read inaccurately enough to
have a shorter Levenshtein distance to an incorrect scientific
name.

The complex name format taxon consists of images
whose tag names did not fit a two-word format. Hybrid spec-
imen names, for example, concatenate two species names,
as demonstrated by Figure 5. Other examples of complex
names include one-word genus names with no species,
hybrid specimen names where one species is unknown,
abbreviated species names, and three-word names where
the extra word was a subspecies name. No complex names
were reflected verbatim in the metadata. The metadata of
the image in Figure 5, for example, refers to the hybrid
specimen only as “Lepomis microlophus.”

The inadmissibility taxon consists of images that did
not fulfill one or more of the admissibility criteria defined
in Section 4.1. Each inadmissible image either featured a
handwritten tag or none at all. Figure 6 shows one such



TABLE 1. JSON RECORDS

Record Type Explanation
matched_metadata Boolean Whether the assigned scientific name in the metadata matched the scanned name in the tag.
name_in_tag String Scientific name read from the tag as output by Tesseract.
best_name String The scientific name with the lowest Levenshtein distance compared to a line in the tag.
lev_dist Integer The final Levenshtein distance between name_in_tag and best_name.
metadata_name String The scientific name originally assigned from the official metadata spreadsheet.
tag_text String The full text read from the tag by Tesseract.
matched_via_synonym Boolean Whether the scientific name was determined via a synonym.

TABLE 2. TAXONOMY OF ERRORS

Error taxon Images
OCR error 194

Underline 112
Poor contrast 49
Italic font 46
Handwritten or ruler noise 18
Official name list discrepancy 9
Text holes and smudging 3

Complex name format 59
Inadmissibility 58
Potential metadata error 61
Confirmed metadata error 15

Total 387

Figure 5. A hybrid specimen image whose tag contains two species names.

image.
The potential metadata error taxon consists of admissible

images with non-complex tag names that did not match
the scientific name in their metadata. In some cases, this
discrepancy is due to the metadata containing a synonymous
scientific name. We could sometimes verify such metadata
automatically by using an incomplete list of Latin synonyms
provided by domain experts. The images in the potential
metadata error taxon could not be addressed with this list
and are pending domain expert verification. The 15 dis-
crepancies which we confirmed to be metadata errors were

Figure 6. An inadmissible image that lacks a tag or visible species name.

confirmed by the domain experts’ list.
Overall, our observations imply an error rate for the

full dataset of at least 0.2%. Each confirmed error required
domain expert attention to verify, as would all images in
the potential metadata error taxon, and seven images from
the inadmissibility taxon that lacked a visible species name
and thus would require visual assessment of the specimen to
verify. In total, 83 images required domain expert attention,
or 1% of the dataset. Overall, these error taxonomies extend
beyond the work presented here, and have implications
for the wide diversity of biological archival specimens
collections that researchers seek to leverage for scientific
discovery.

6. Discussion

Testing of the prototype workflow supported the identi-
fication of metadata errors in the INHS specimen images.
As noted, research time required for pre-processing data is
significant and research teams may not have the bandwidth
to fully execute this task [33]. These challenges are very
likely amplified with archival scientific collections that bring
together multiple data streams based on different historical
curatorial practices. Scientific names change over time, and
specimens grouped into single species may actually be later
split into two or more groups. It is not surprising then that
some of the errors detected reflect these scientific practices
[34], [35].



We could reduce the number of images that require any
sort of manual review. Each OCR error sub-taxon has an
associated solution that would allow us to automatically
verify most or all images exhibiting that error. Three of
them could be corrected by adding an image pre-processing
phase to our workflow. This phase would involve underline
removal, to correct underline errors; contrast enhancement,
to correct poor contrast errors; and text reconstruction, to
correct text holes and smudging. To correct italic font errors,
we could train an OCR model on examples of similar italic
fonts, or other images with the problematic italic font that
aren’t in our dataset. And lastly, to correct official name
list discrepancy errors, we could add formerly-excluded
scientific names to our list of official names.

Many flagged images matched the correct scientific
name but had a Levenshtein distance exceeding our thresh-
old of 3. This threshold was usually lower than necessary,
as most records with a distance of 4 or 5 matched correctly.
Those records that were slightly above the threshold and
didn’t match often belonged to the official name list dis-
crepancy error taxon. Therefore, after expanding our official
name list, we could likely increase this threshold to further
reduce the number of images requiring manual review.

In drawing upon CAS methods, our analysis also exem-
plifies computational workflows representing best practices
that need to be taught in archival science education [15]
and in the CAS discipline overall [12]. Additionally, our
work eliminates the number of stages where the metadata
verification process truly requires domain experts’ time. This
is important, as it allows archivists and others working in
the custodial computational world to take care of workflow
activities, and save the domain experts’ time for the ver-
ification tasks where their expertise is truly required. The
emphasis on saving the domain experts’ time for tasks where
their expertise is truly needed has been a key motivator for
development of automatic metadata generation applications.
The only step of our analysis that required their attention
was the verification of images belonging to the “Potential
metadata error” taxon and the tagless images from the
“Inadmissibility” taxon, which together comprised a small
portion of the dataset.

7. Conclusion

We have developed a prototype metadata verification
workflow to support Computational Archival Science. It
demonstrates a proof of concept approach that computation-
ally verifies the metadata of a specimen image collection
by extracting scientific names from individual images and
compares them with assigned metadata values. The errors
produced by the prototype system have been noted and
categorized, and will be used to improve the performance of
future systems. The workflow developed within this paper
is relevant to the fields of big data and CAS, given the
millions of digital archive images of scientific specimens
that researchers seek to utilize for historical and technical
studies. The ultimate goal of our work is to minimize the
amount of time domain experts spend reviewing archive

metadata in order to make the archive elements AI-ready
for downstream scientific analysis.

Future work will include refining and retraining the
OCR stage in order to improve text extraction. Additionally,
the text processing and analysis stage will be adjusted to
flag fewer images that ultimately produced correct metadata
matches. Finally, our methods will be applied and evaluated
on more images from the INHS collection, as well as images
from other specimen collections.
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